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ABSTRACT: We report on ﬁrst stages toward the formation
of a surface-conﬁned metal−organic coordination network
(MOCN) by sequential deposition of biphenyl-4,4′-dicarbox-
ylic acid and iron atoms on the surface of a bulk insulator,
calcite (10.4). The inﬂuence of the deposition order on the
structure formation is studied by noncontact atomic force
microscopy operated in ultrahigh vacuum at room temper-
ature. It is found that sequential deposition facilitates MOCN
formation when the organic linker molecules are ﬁrst adsorbed
on the surface, followed by iron deposition. This observation is
explained by ﬁrst-principles computations, indicating that the
metal−molecule interaction dominates over the molecule−molecule interaction on the surface. The observed MOCN islands are
elongated in the [010] substrate direction, demonstrating a templating eﬀect of the underlying substrate. This experimental
ﬁnding is conﬁrmed by calculations suggesting that the MOCN network matches the calcite lattice periodicity in the [010]
direction but not in the [4̅2 ̅1] direction. This work, thus, demonstrates the decisive inﬂuence of both deposition order and lattice
matching on the formation of an extended MOCN on a bulk insulator surface.
1. INTRODUCTION
Metal−organic coordination networks (MOCNs) constitute an
interesting class of materials in which organic linkers are
interconnected by coordinating metal atoms.1,2 These regular
arrays of metal centers provide novel magnetic3,4 or catalytic
properties5 that are highly interesting for applications such as
gas sensing, data storage, or catalysis.6−9 Recently, MOCNs
have also been discussed as promising candidates for a new
class of topological insulators.10 Varying the structure of the
constituting organic linkers11 allows for tuning the size of the
resulting nanocavities in a well-controlled manner,12 which can
be used for tailoring the network pore size, e.g., for subsequent
deposition of guest species.13 Because of the inherent ﬂexibility
and the wide range of promising applications, MOCNs have
attracted considerable attention in the past decade with a focus
on elucidating the formation procedures that control the ﬁnal
MOCN structure. For example, the inﬂuence of thermody-
namic versus kinetic control on the structural dimensionality
has been addressed with specially designed molecular building
blocks on Au(111) at various temperatures.14 The metal versus
ligand concentration ratio is known to be decisive for the
resulting structure in some systems, e.g., terephthalic acid15,16
as well as trimellitic acid17 coadsorbed to Fe on Cu(100). This
is in contrast to MOCN formation of biphenyldicarboxylic acid
and Fe on the same surface, where this ratio appears to be
insigniﬁcant for the resulting structure.16 When intrinsically
available adatoms of the supporting surface are incorporated in
the network, increasing the substrate temperature can be
employed to tune the metal−ligand concentration ratio.18,19
For porphyrin-based networks, postdeposition annealing has
been shown to result in the metalation of the molecular
building block, consuming the Co atoms initially responsible
for the formation of the coordination bond.20 Simultaneous
metalation and coordination has been presented for a
carbonitrile-functionalized porphyrin derivative on an insulating
thin ﬁlm of boron nitride.21
Using an electrically insulating substrate is of interest when
aiming for decoupling the metallic centers from the underlying
substrate, which is mandatory for sustaining the electronic,
magnetic, and catalytic activity of the metal nodes.8,22,23
However, no MOCN prepared on a bulk insulator surface
has been presented to date. This might be, in part, due to the
fact that insulator surfaces are experimentally more challenging,
since standard surface science techniques such as scanning
tunneling microscopy cannot be applied. Besides this technical
issue, insulator surfaces pose a further challenge when aiming
for MOCN formation, which originates from the comparatively
low surface energy as compared to metal surfaces. Depositing
metal atoms on prototypical insulators such as KBr(001)24,25
typically result in dewetting of the metal atoms and Volmer−
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Weber growth26 of large, inert metal clusters. In a recent work,
a covalently interlinked MOCN has been prepared on a thin
insulating ﬁlm of NaCl on Ag(001), demonstrating the
inﬂuence of the molecule−metal ratio on the resulting
polymeric ﬁlm.27 From these studies, it is expected that
MOCN formation on insulating surfaces requires paying special
attention to system parameters such as surface energy as well as
preparation conditions, e.g., deposition order.
In this work we present the ﬁrst stages of MOCN formation,
for the ﬁrst time, on a bulk insulator surface, namely calcite
(10.4). A model of the (10.4) cleavage plane is shown in Figure
1a. The MOCN is created using biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid
(BPDCA, see Figure 1b) and iron (Fe). We investigate the
inﬂuence of the deposition order on the structure formation by
noncontact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) operated in
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), illustrating that MOCN formation
sensitively depends on the preparation condition. This ﬁnding
is supported by computations at the density functional level of
quantum theory, which reveal a hierarchy of interaction
strengths, indicating that the metal−molecule interaction is
favored over the intermolecular interaction on the surface, thus
allowing MOCN formation when the deposition order is
favorable. An analysis of the obtained NC-AFM images
elucidates the templating eﬀect of the underlying substrate,
which is conﬁrmed by corresponding calculations. Thus, this
work discloses the decisive inﬂuence of the deposition order
and precise matching of the molecule/substrate system for
creating an extended network on a bulk insulator surface.
2. METHODS
Experimental Part. All experiments presented here were
performed in a UHV chamber with a base pressure better than
10−10 mbar. Calcite crystals were obtained from Korth Kristalle
(Altenholz, Germany) and cleaved in situ. The BPDCA
molecules were purchased and prepared as described else-
where.28 For sublimation, the crucible was heated to a
temperature of 177 °C, while the calcite sample was kept at
room temperature. A sublimation time of 5 or 10 min resulted
in coverages of roughly a quarter and half a monolayer,
respectively. A complete monolayer of BPDCA corresponds to
roughly 0.7 molecules/nm2. Iron was sublimated from a metal
evaporator from MBE Komponenten (Weil der Stadt,
Germany). For the results shown here, an iron sublimation
time of 10 s and a sublimation temperature of 1150 °C were
chosen. NC-AFM imaging was performed with a UHV VT
AFM from Omicron Nanotechnology (Taunusstein, Germany).
All images shown in this work were taken with the sample held
at room temperature.
Theoretical Part. To obtain further molecular-level insight
into the process, we performed density functional theory
(DFT) computations. In order to balance accuracy and
eﬃciency, our computational approach was twofold: we used
both static geometry optimization calculations at T = 0 K and
ﬁrst-principles molecular dynamics simulations at room
temperature. In all computations, the PBE functional29 was
used together with Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction.30 The
VASP code31 with PAW pseudopotentials32 and a plane-wave
basis set with an energy cutoﬀ of 450 eV were used to perform
optimization calculations. The Brillouin zone was sampled
using a Monkhorst−Pack 2 × 2 × 1 grid.33 Optimizations of
larger systems and ﬁrst-principles molecular dynamics simu-
lations were performed using the CP2K program suite.34 In all
CP2K computations the dual Gaussian and plane-waves basis
set approach was used at the DZVP-MOLOPT/500 Ry level of
theory35 together with GTH pseudopotentials36 for the core
electrons. All CP2K computations were Γ-point calculations. In
the molecular dynamics simulations, a time step of 0.5 fs was
used. Calcite bond lengths, angles, and surface unit vectors
were carefully checked for convergence, and comparisons
between the two codes showed essentially equivalent results
that also agree with the experimental values within a few
percent margin of error.
The calcite (10.4) surface was modeled using a four-layer
slab separated by a vacuum region of roughly 1.5 nm to prevent
the interaction between surfaces. During the structure
optimization the atoms in the bottom two layers of the calcite
slab were ﬁxed while all the other atoms were allowed to move
until the forces acting in each atom were less than 0.01 eV/Å.
The adsorption energies of single entities were calculated as
Eads = Ecomplex − (Ecalcite + Eadsorbate) where Ei is the absolute
value of electronic ground-state energy of the complete system
(i = complex), bare calcite surface (i = calcite), and an isolated
adsorbate in vacuum (i = adsorbate). When there was more
than one entity on the surface, we used the interaction energies
Eint = Eform − ∑Eads to estimate the binding between the
adsorbates, where the formation energy of the whole complex is
deﬁned as Eform = Ecomplex − (Ecalcite + ∑Eadsorbate). The
migration barriers were calculated using the nudged elastic
band method (NEB).37
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Depositing Only BPDCA. When depositing a submono-
layer of BPDCA onto calcite (10.4) held at room temperature,
molecular islands are observed on the surface as shown in the
NC-AFM images given in Figure 2. These islands are formed by
molecules arranged in combination of side-by-side and head-to-
tail fashion as has been described previously.28
Calculations reveal that for a single BPDCA molecule the
potential energy surface above the calcite (10.4) surface is very
ﬂat and contains several local minima, with no clearly preferred
adsorption position and orientation suggested from the ground
state energies. This is due to the nature of the compound:
especially the carbonate group atoms can easily adopt a
multitude of conﬁgurations with very small barriers. The
molecule−surface interaction is based on hydrogen bonding,
with the carboxylic group of the molecule (−COOH) keen to
donate and calcite, as an alkaline surface, readily accepting the
bond via the carbonate group oxygen atoms. According to the
calculations, the adsorption energy is within the range of 1.6−
2.2 eV, which is in good agreement with the observed room
temperature adsorption. Several orientations of the molecule on
Figure 1. Model of (a) the calcite (10.4) surface and (b) the BPDCA
molecule used in this study. The scale bar applies to both subsets. Ca is
depicted in green, carbon in blue, oxygen in red, and hydrogen in
white.
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the surface yield very similar adsorption energies: the common
denominator in these geometries is the convenient hydrogen
bonding between the molecule and the surface as described
above. No proton transfer reactions are observed in the
geometries where isolated molecules are on the surface (see
Figure 3a−c). To assess the eﬀect of temperature on the
system, we performed ﬁrst-principles molecular dynamics
simulations at room temperature with the molecule initially
aligned either along [010] or [4 ̅2 ̅1] direction. In the simulation
runs, no clear preference with respect to the alignment was
observed and no proton transfers occurred, suggesting that the
isolated BPDCA molecules are able to diﬀuse easily on the
surface. This is again in agreement with the experimental
observations of molecular self-assembly (Figure 2).28
While performing a full ﬁrst-principles investigation on the
observed molecular self-assembly patterns is beyond the scope
of this work, it is instructive to consider the molecule−molecule
interactions on the surface. Toward this end, we investigated
the molecular binding energetics where the carboxyl groups of
the neighboring molecules are able to interact directly and
where the carboxyl groups can only interact with the surface.
When the molecules can hydrogen-bond directly, the
molecule−molecule interaction energy is substantialin this
case 2.9 eV (the bonding geometry is shown in Figure 3d). In
the other case where the molecules are side-by-side, the
molecular interaction is much weaker, roughly 0.8 eV (the
bonding geometry is shown in Figure 3e). These values are
likely to be upper estimates for the interaction strengths but are
nevertheless indicative of the relevant interaction energy range.
Depositing Only Fe. Depositing Fe on a freshly cleaved
calcite (10.4) surface results in homogeneously distributed Fe
clusters as shown in Figure 4a. After a sublimation time of 10 s
at a metal evaporator temperature of 1150 °C, a cluster density
of approximately 0.003 clusters/nm2 is revealed. The average
apparent height of the clusters is about 0.3 nm as can be
deduced from the height histogram given in Figure 4b. The
observed cluster heights compare well with one to three layers
thick Fe clusters assuming an iron atom diameter of 0.25 nm as
in α-Fe. The total amount of iron on the surface is diﬃcult to
estimate, since the apparent lateral size of the clusters in the
NC-AFM image results from a convolution between cluster and
NC-AFM tip. A two-layer-thick cluster with a radius of 1 nm
contains about 100 Fe atoms. In this case, we would arrive at
approximately 0.3 Fe atoms/nm2 at the above-mentioned
cluster density. The diﬀusive clustering behavior of iron on
calcite (10.4) is also supported by the calculations: an iron
monomer adsorbs onto the calcite surface with an adsorption
energy of over 1 eV and a migration barrier between Ca−Ca
bridge sites of 0.6 eV. This low barrier implies that iron atoms
are able to diﬀuse on the surface and can form larger clusters at
room temperature.
Coadsorption of BPDCA and Fe. For creating a MOCN,
we sequentially adsorbed both BPDCA and Fe onto freshly
cleaved calcite. First, we investigated the inﬂuence of the
deposition order. When ﬁrst depositing the molecules (10 min
sublimation time at 177 °C) and after that depositing Fe atoms
(10 s sublimation time at 1150 °C), we observed a signiﬁcant
morphology change compared to the previous results (see
Figure 5a). The observed structure diﬀers substantially from
what has been revealed before for the deposition of the
individual components (Figures 2 and 4). We attribute this
morphology change to the ﬁrst stages of MOCN formation,
composed of Fe atoms and BPDCA molecules, as will be
discussed below in detail. When reversing the deposition order
(Fe ﬁrst, then BPDCA), phase separation is obtained (see
Figure 5b). Here, we can recognize molecular islands with an
inner stripe structure oriented along the [4 ̅2̅1] direction. These
molecular islands closely resemble the structures obtained when
depositing the molecules solely. Besides the molecular islands,
bright features resembling solely deposited metallic clusters are
observed. Thus, we can readily conclude that the deposition
order greatly inﬂuences the resulting structure. When ﬁrst
depositing the molecules and then the metal atoms, a
Figure 2. NC-AFM images of molecular islands formed by BPDCA
molecules on calcite (10.4) in the absence of iron. The coverage is
roughly 0.9 ML. An inner stripe structure oriented along the [4 ̅2̅1]
direction is revealed.
Figure 3. BPDCA molecules on calcite (10.4) in the absence of Fe.28
Optimized geometries of isolated molecules in diﬀerent orientations
with respect to the surface: (a) along the [4 ̅2̅1] surface direction, (b)
diagonally, and (c) along the [010] surface direction. A hydrogen-
bonding dimer structure is shown in (d). In (e) a molecular row
running in the [4 ̅2 ̅1] direction composed of side-by-side laying
molecules along the [010] direction is shown.
Figure 4. (a) Metal clusters on calcite (10.4) after a sublimation time
of 10 s at a metal evaporator temperature of 1150 °C, resulting in a
cluster density of approximately 0.003 clusters/nm2. (b) The
corresponding cluster height histogram.
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qualitatively new structure is obtained. This is in contrast to the
reverse deposition order, where the previously obtained
structures for the individual components are observed to
coexist on the surface.
Simulations demonstrate that on the calcite surface even a
single Fe atom is able to induce a proton transfer from the
BPDCA molecule to the metal, both at 0 K and at room
temperature. The same behavior is obtained with an iron
cluster of six atomsan estimate for the typical size of the Fe
clusters in the observed MOCNs. Figure 6 shows the optimized
geometry of the BPDCA molecule coadsorbed with a Fe6
cluster on the calcite (10.4) surface. The interaction energy
between the molecule and the metal cluster ranges from 3.2 to
3.6 eV (depending on the reference adsorption geometry),
indicating a rather strong interaction. Importantly, the
interaction between the molecule and the metal cluster is
stronger than the interaction between two molecules on the
surface. Furthermore, according to the calculations the
interaction energy of two iron atoms in an iron dimer is on
the order of 4 eV, and creating larger clusters will only increase
the energy gain: the formation energy of Fe6 on the surface is of
the order of 28 eV. Together with the calculated small
migration barriers for the on-surface Fe atom diﬀusion, these
results predict that when iron is deposited on the surface it will
form clusters. Furthermore, the interaction between a BPDCA
molecule and a Fe cluster is not strong enough to break the
cluster. Thus, this deposition order (ﬁrst iron, then molecule)
will lead to the coexistence of the clusters and the molecular
self-assembly pattern. If the deposition order is reversed (ﬁrst
molecules, then iron), the calculated interaction strengths
suggest that metal−molecule interaction will prevail over
molecule−molecule interactionwith the consequences re-
vealed by our AFM imaging showing the ﬁrst stages of an
MOCN.
To further elucidate the molecular-scale arrangement of the
observed structure presumed to be the ﬁrst stages of an MOCN
(Figure 5a), we obtained high-resolution NC-AFM images of
the sample where the molecules were deposited before the
metal: these are shown in Figure 7. Here, the underlying calcite
crystal is resolved with atomic resolution along with an inner
structure of the network. Interestingly, the network structure
typically extends around 10−20 nm in [010] direction, while
the extent in the [4 ̅2̅1] direction is much shorter (see Figure
7a). A closer look at the observed network reveals that the
inner structure resembles a rectangular mesh of linker lines with
nodes (Figure 7b). The nodes are tentatively assigned to Fe,
which are interlinked by BPDCA molecules, as illustrated in
Figure 7c. The measured repeat (node-to-node) distance is 2
nm, corresponding to four substrate lattice units along the
[010] direction. In the [4̅2 ̅1] direction, we rarely observe more
than two nodes within a line. In this direction, the node-to-
node distance of 2 nm is not in registry with the underlying
substrate unit cell dimension, which is 0.8 nm.
To investigate the possible templating eﬀect of the calcite
surface on the resulting MOCN, we tried to create a part of the
network in the [010] and [4 ̅2̅1] lattice directions in our
computations. In the [010] direction this was successfully
achieved by forcing another proton transfer reaction (see
Figure 8a). The second proton transfer reaction lowers the
ground state energy of the system by roughly 0.8 eV, yielding
Figure 5. Inﬂuence of the deposition order. (a) When ﬁrst depositing
BPDCA molecules and subsequently Fe atoms, a new arrangement
attributed to the ﬁrst stages of an MOCN is obtained. (b) When
reversing the order, large metallic clusters are observed to coexist with
molecular islands (compare Figure 2).
Figure 6. BPDCA molecule on calcite (10.4) with a Fe6 cluster. The
molecule is aligned along the [010] surface direction. The metal−
molecule interaction is found to be stronger than the molecule−
molecule interaction.
Figure 7. High-resolution NC-AFM images of the ﬁrst stages of an MOCN formed from BPDCA and Fe on calcite (10.4) revealing simultaneous
resolution of the network structure and the underlying calcite lattice (calcite unit cell indicated in (c)). (a) The observed length of the islands is
much larger along [010] as compared to the [4 ̅2̅1] direction. (b) The nodes and linkers of the network are assigned to Fe and BPDCA, respectively,
as suggested by the sketch shown in (c), highlighting the positions of some nodes (blue dots representing the metal) and linkers (BPDCA model,
not relaxed). For the images shown here, contrast inversion occurred.38,39 Therefore, the image contrast is reversed for better comparison with the
other FM AFM images shown in this work.
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an interaction energy between molecule and cluster which is
larger than 4 eV. This structure can be periodically repeated
along the [010] direction conveniently accommodating the
underlying calcite periodicity.
The calculations also indicate that a single Fe atom in the
node is not enough to bind the linker molecules even in one
direction. This suggests that the nodes contain more than one
metal atom, but probably not more than a dozen: the physical
size of clusters much larger than this would not be able to
accommodate the observed elongation along the [010] surface
direction. Along the [4 ̅2 ̅1] direction, the BPDCA molecule and
the metal cluster are not able to form a structure with a
matching lattice periodicity (see Figure 8b). Energetically this
complex is more than 2 eV less favorable than the structure
along the [010] direction. These simulation results support the
hypothesis that the observed preferential extension direction of
the MOCN along [010] is due to the templating eﬀect of the
substrate.
4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the ﬁrst stages of an MOCN on a bulk insulator
are created by sequential deposition of BPDCA and Fe on the
(10.4) surface of calcite. MOCN structures are obtained only
when ﬁrst adsorbing the molecular linkers and subsequently the
metal atoms. The reverse order results in formation of large
metal clusters, which appear too inert to dissolve again upon
molecule deposition, thus eﬀectively hindering MOCN
formation. The resulting MOCN structures are extended only
along the [010] surface direction, providing evidence for a
substrate templating eﬀect. We speculate that lattice mismatch
perpendicular to the [010] direction gives rise to the lateral
conﬁnement of the resulting structures, indicating that varying
the molecular linker geometry provides strategies toward
formation of laterally extended structures.
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